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Abstract

In reinforcement learning (RL) based task-
oriented dialogue systems, users act as the en-
vironment and the agent learns the policy by
interacting with users. However, due to the
subjectivity of different users, the complexity
of user-generated training conversations varies
greatly, which leads to different difficulties for
the agent to learn. Therefore, it is necessary
for modeling dialogue complexity and make
a reasonable learning schedule for efficiently
training the agent. Towards that, we propose
Scheduled Dialog Policy Learning, an auto-
matic curriculum learning framework for joint-
ing curriculum learning and policy optimiza-
tion in the task-oriented dialog system. To
our best knowledge, it is the first RL frame-
work that improves dialogue policy learning
by scheduling its learning process. Specifi-
cally, we introduce an automatic measurement
to evaluate the dialogue complexity, and based
on this automatic measurement, we train the
dialog agent from easy dialogues to complex
ones. Experiments demonstrate that our ap-
proach can be applied to the task-oriented dia-
logue policy learning and outperforms the pre-
vious state-of-the-art model, which increases
9.6% and 10.0% in the accuracy on the dialog
success rate, respectively on the MultiWoz and
Movie-Ticket Booking datasets.

1 Introduction

Dialog policy learning is an important component
of the task-oriented dialogue system, and it deter-
mines the agent dialog action responding to the
user. This learning process is often formulated as
a reinforcement learning problem (Young et al.,
2013; Levin et al., 1997; Dhingra et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2017; Liu and Lane, 2017; Peng et al., 2018b;
Su et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019; Takanobu et al.,
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Figure 1: The comparison of the easy conversation
(left) and the complex conversation (right) which are
task-oriented dialogs between the user (U) and the sys-
tem (S) sampling from MultiWoz. Comparing to the
left conversation, the right one has more turns, intents,
slots, and also switches between two domains: train
(marked as blue) and restaurant (marked as dark). The
right instance is apparently more complex.

2020), where users act as the environment and the
agent learns the policy by interacting with users.
Thus, the learning performance of the dialogue pol-
icy depends much on users’ behaviors.

However, due to the subjectivity and open-ended
nature of human conversations, the complexity
of training dialogues with different users varies
greatly (Lison and Bibauw, 2017). Figure 1 shows
dialogues with different complexities from Mul-
tiWoz (Budzianowski et al., 2018) dataset. Com-
paring to the left instance, the conversation in the
right column has more turns, intents, slots, and
also has the switch between two domains: train
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Figure 3: The correlation statistics between heuristics and our proposed automatic dialogue complexity evaluation.
We count three heuristic attributes: slot numbers(request slot, inform, all), dialog turns and reward, domain switch-
ing times based on ordered training samples evaluating by our proposed automatic complexity evaluation. And we
divide obtained dialog complexity scores into different complexity intervals(easy, medium, hard) for statistics.

Figure 4: Learning curves of the DDQ, DDQ-CL-rule,
DDQ-SDPL. The DDQ-SDPL outperforms baselines
and converges fast to achieve higher accuracy.

DDQ-SDPL outperforms the baseline DDQ and
DDQ-CL-rule and at each training step and con-
verges fast to higher accuracy.

6 Human Evaluation

For human evaluation, we hire human experts to
compare pairwise between DDQ-SDPL and base-
lines. Given a certain user goal, each expert is
asked to read two simulated dialog sessions around
this user goal, one from DDQ-SDPL and another
from the other baseline. We randomly sample 100
goals for each baseline. For each goal, 3 experts are
asked to judge which dialog is better (win, draw or
lose) according to different subjective assessments:
quality and task success. The quality metric eval-
uates whether the agent policy provides the user
with the required information efficiently.

Table 4 shows the results of the human prefer-
ence by majority voting. DDQ-SDPL outperforms

VS.
Quality Success

W D L W D L

DDQ 46 24 30 58 25 17
DDQ-CL-rule 41 28 31 49 26 25

Table 4: Human preference on dialog session pairs that
DDQ-SDPL wins (W), draws with (D) or loses to (L)
baselines on quality and success by majority voting.

other baselines significantly in all aspects (sign test,
p-value < 0.01). Note that the difference between
DDQ-CL-rule and DDQ-SDPL is only in the dialog
complexity evaluation. This demonstrates again the
advantage of the automatic complexity evaluation
in DDQ-SDPL over the heuristic method. The hu-
man preferences agree well with the results of the
automatic evaluation, which also indicates these
experimental metrics are reliable to reflect user sat-
isfaction to some extent. Besides, we show some
sampled cases in the Appendix to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed learning framework.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel curriculum learn-
ing framework to improve dialog policy learning
by scheduling its learning process from easy to
complex. We further propose an automatic dialog
complexity evaluation for curriculum scheduling.
The effectiveness validation of SDPL is conducted
on two dialogue datasets and the state-of-the-art
dialog model demonstrates that our proposed learn-
ing framework is able to boost the performance
of existing dialogue policy learning. Furthermore,
we believe that this automatic curriculum learning
framework can be applied to improve other types
of reinforcement learning based NLP tasks.
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